Heart Failure with Preserved Ejection Fraction and Future Pharmacological Strategies: a Glance in the Crystal Ball.
The current definition of heart failure is mainly based on an inappropriate measure of cardiac function, i.e., left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). The initial sole entity, heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF, LVEF <40%), was complemented by the addition of heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF, LVEF ≥50%) and most recently, heart failure with mid-range ejection fraction (HFmrEF, LVEF 40-49%). Initially, HFpEF was believed to be a purely left ventricular diastolic dysfunction. Pathophysiological concepts of HFpEF have changed considerably during the last years. In addition to intrinsic cardiac mechanisms, the heart failure pathogenesis is increasingly considered as driven by non-cardiac systemic processes including metabolic disorders, ischemic conditions, and pro-inflammatory/pro-fibrotic or immunological alterations. Presentation and pathophysiology of HFpEF is heterogeneous, and its management remains a challenge since evidence of therapeutic benefits is scarce. Up to now, there are no therapies improving survival in patients with HFpEF. Several results from clinical and preclinical interventions targeting non-cardiac mechanisms or non-pharmacological interventions including new anti-diabetic or anti-inflammatory drugs, mitochondrial-targeted anti-oxidants, anti-fibrotic strategies, microRNases incl. antagomirs, cell therapeutic options, and high-density lipoprotein-raising strategies are promising and under further investigation. This review addresses mechanisms and available data of current best clinical practice and novel approaches towards HFpEF.